
Kandiyur celt with Sarasvati hieroglyphs and Bharatam civilization studies  

Part 1b 

 

Sign 367 

 

This sign appears on a Chanhudaro bronze tool: Inscription 6306 incised on two sides 

c040 a,b; the cross-hatched oval sign follows the sign three inverted U-s:  

 

Chanhudaro40A-40B (Not shown) 6306 The first line 

of this incription 6306 (which includes the three inverted U signs ligatured one on top of 

another) is incised on one side of copper tool. 

 

There are many allographs of this sign which is also ligatured (infix) with a crab sign 

[After Parpola, 1994, fig. 13.15] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Mountain topped by a leaf gets stylized as an important motif. Pro-

elamite glyptics. Leaf motif. 1-c, After Legrain,L.,  1921, 

Empreintes de cachets elamites, Mem. Mission Arch. De Perse 16, 

Paris: 62-654; d. After Amiet, P., 1961, La glyptique 

mesopotamienne archaique, Paris: 497; Mundigak IV.3; 3. After 

Casal, J.M., 1961, Fouilles de Mundigak I-II. Mem. Delegation 

Arch. Franaise en Afthanistan 17, Paris: fig. 102: 485; f. Early 

Harappan. Kalibangan. After Sankalia, 1974: 346, fig. 88d, A. H-L; 

cf. Fig. 23.45 Asko Parpola, 1996, fig. 23.45. Two goats eating from a tree on a mountain 

top in proto-Elamite seals from Susa [After Amiet, P., 1972, Glyptique susienne I-II, 

Mem. Delegation Arch. En Iran 43, Paris: 978 and Legrain, L., 1921, Emprientes de 

cachets elamites, Mem. Mission Arch. De Perse 16, Paris: 316].   



  

Archer, fig leaf 

 

Copper tablets (15) Field Symbol 52 (6)  

me_d.i = glomerous fig tree, ficus racemosa (Ka.); ficus glomerata (Te.); me_r.i 

(Kol.)(DEDR 5090). 

 

The archer shown on one copper tablet seems to be a synonym of the leaves ligatured 

with crab on another copper tablet since the inscription on the obverse of each of the 

tablets is identical. [cf. Parpola, 1994, fig. 13.13] This ligatured sign appears on two 

seals- one from Harappa and another from Lothal. Leaves ligatured with crab is a sign 

which occurs on these seals and with similar sign sequences. [cf. Parpola, 1994, fig. 

13.12] 

 

The language in which such a synonym can be found is mleccha! Proto-Bharatiya 

language! 

 

kamar.kom = fig leaf (Santali.lex.) kamarmar.a_ (Has.), kamar.kom (Nag.); the 

petiole or stalk of a leaf (Mundari.lex.) 

 

kama_t.hiyo = archer; ka_mat.hum = a bow; ka_mad.i_, ka_mad.um = a chip of 

bamboo (G.) ka_mat.hiyo a bowman; an archer (Skt.lex.) 

Glyph: kamat.hi_, ka_mat.hum a bow (G.); kamat.ha a tortoise, a bamboo (Skt.) 

 

   V326 V327 

lo = nine (Santali) [Note the count of nine fig leaves on m0296] 

loa = a species of fig tree, ficus glomerata, the fruit of ficus glomerata (Santali.lex.) 

 

loha lut.i = iron utensils and implements (Santali.lex.) 

 

lauha = made of copper or iron (Gr.S'r.); metalError! Bookmark not defined., iron 

(Skt.); lo_haka_ra = coppersmith, ironsmith (Pali); lo_ha_ra = blacksmith (Pt.); 

lohal.a (Or.); lo_ha = metal, esp. copper or bronze (Pali); copper (VS.); loho, lo_ = 

metal, ore, iron (Si.) 
 

-- contd. Part 1c 


